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Mastering the Power of Your Emotions has a simple but undeniable premise: Emotions are at the centre of everything we do. If you can
control your emotions, you can control your life. But as straightforward as this sounds, most people are not the masters of their emotions.
This is evident by the epidemic of depression, anxiety, suicides, violence, and broken relationships in today’s society. To help correct this,
Elisha Ogbonna explores how temperament and character influences emotional response; how to respond rather than react to a situation; the
five Laws of Emotions; how to handle rejection, abandonment, depression, and grief; and how to release and replace negative emotions with
positive ones. Using his personal experiences, the laws of science, real-life examples, and scripture and other stories, Ogbonna pulls out all
the stops to provide readers with a better understanding of good emotional health and the tips and tools to make sure they achieve it. As he
notes, “We can change our world, workplace, families, and ultimately our lives for the better when we master our emotions.”
Stop Worrying; Start SellingThe Introvert Author's Guide To MarketingSiskin Press Ltd
The all-encompassing framework for achieving the life of your dreams It All Matters presents a framework for the rest of your life. What are
those dreams you would only dare to dream if there was no possibility of failure? How can you live a life of real intention and purpose instead
of duty and obligation? This book answers these questions and more. Everyone has the capacity to author their own destiny; it's not our
circumstances that shape our lives, it's our response to those circumstances that either propels us to great heights or keeps us stuck in the
mud. Here, author Paul Cummings shares one of the most comprehensive goal setting systems ever put into print. Based on the key U.B.U.
process—Understand who you are, Be true to yourself, and always be Unique—this framework gives you the power to transform your life.
Through a fast-moving series of engaging stories, you'll learn how to question yourself to greatness as you begin to think in bigger and more
positive terms. Professionals from across the globe have implemented this framework to achieve what they truly wanted out of life—isn't it your
turn? This enlightening guide teaches you the revolutionary strategies that can help you make big things happen. Dig deep to find your real
dreams, and set a plan to achieve them Discover the core principles the form the foundation for success Learn the art of self-questioning as a
motivational tool Implement a comprehensive, proven system for getting what you want You are one great question away from everything you
ardently desire at all times. Are you ready to take the leap? It All Matters shifts your perspective to let you see the shining path ahead.
Packed with engaging examples and case studies from companies including Amazon, IBM, and Pepsi, as well as unique insights from sales
professionals across the globe, this comprehensive textbook balances research, theory, and practice to guide students through the art and
science of selling in a fast-changing and digital age. The text highlights the emerging role of storytelling, sales analytics and automation in a
highly competitive and technological world, and includes exercises and role plays for students to practice as they learn about each stage of
the selling process. As well as its focus on selling, the text also provides students with essential sales management skills such as onboarding,
coaching, mentoring, and leading salespeople, as well as managing sales pipelines, territories, budgets, systems, and teams when not in the
field. Online resources are included to help instructors teaching with the textbook, including PowerPoint slides and a testbank. Chapter
overviews and teaching notes for the roleplays included in the text and suggested course projects and worksheets are also provided for
instructors. Suitable for courses on selling and sales management at all college and university levels.
"My Adventures with Your Money" by George Graham Rice. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability
for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Think like America’s #1 sales trainer—and close more deals than ever Stephan Schiffman has trained more than half a million sales
professionals. No one understands the sales mindset better. In The Power of Positive Selling, Schiffman provides instruction, tips, anecdotes,
and inspiration that are guaranteed to help you overcome negative thoughts, feel confident in any sales situation, and remain positive no
matter what happens. Inside, you’ll find 30 surefire tactics to make sure your mind doesn’t devolve into that self-destructive pessimism
we’ve all experienced. Learn how to: Believe in what you’re selling Help your client solve a problem Do your research Set the tone for the
conversation—and establish the pace Listen before you talk Ask the right questions—for the right reasons Never say, “I absolutely guarantee
that” The culmination of a lifetime of sales training excellence, The Power of Positive Selling has all the insight you need to defeat the
negativity and dramatically improve your attitude, your behavior, and your sales record.
none
Whether you're new at the home-buying or selling game in Canada, or whether you've played it before, most of us dread the onslaught of
flashy, fast-talking real estate agents and property managers. Well, help has arrived. This revised edition of Buying and Selling a Home For
Canadians For Dummies prepares you to get what you need and want when buying a new home or selling the one you're in. Everything from
arranging your finances and hiring an agent, to researching neighbourhoods and assessing home values is presented in a clear and
humorous way to help you get the most out of the process. Important information to help you: Market your home and sell for the highest
possible price Negotiate the best price and terms of sale Find the right new neighbourhood with reasonable prices and the type of housing to
suit you and your family Decide whether or not to hire an agent and tips on how to choose a good one Select the best mortgage and
understand tax considerations Updated in the 2nd Edition: Examining zero percent down payments, lines of credit and other alternatives to
conventional mortgages Using the ’Net: New, useful sites – and what to watch out for Buying condominiums: An expanded chapter full of
useful information on what you need to know before you buy Selling your home on your own: Expanded online resources and tips Fixing up
your home to sell: Tips from the designers on how to make your home as sellable as possible
This comprehensive guide to selling uses state-of-the-art concepts of suggestion, hypnosis, and nonverbal communication.
Do you want to sell more books? Terrified at the prospect of marketing and ‘self promo’? Confused by author branding? Are you wondering
whether it’s worth all the time and heartache? Bestselling novelist and host of the Worried Writer podcast, Sarah Painter, felt exactly the
same way… Until she changed her mindset around marketing, money and selling her work. From worried debut novelist with a traditional
publisher to happy and empowered hybrid author, earning a healthy income and connecting with her readers, Sarah shares the tips,
strategies, and attitude changes which have helped her to succeed. Sarah will show you how to: · Treat your writing career as a business ·
Value your creative work and earn more money from it · Find the type of marketing which suits you and learn to embrace it · Understand
author branding Plus much more! Packed with Sarah’s trademark honesty, this is your practical and supportive guide to taking control of your
success as an author and building your readership. Don't give into the starving artist myth: Stop Worrying and Start Selling today!
From a handy introduction to how the publishing world works, and how authors fit into it, to practical tips on writing your book, strategies for
editing and re-writing, Tips from a Publisher is an indispensable guide for authors. Helping you create the perfect submission and telling you
the truth about what happens once you get published, it is crammed full of common-sense advice, and some trade secrets, that no aspiring
writer should be without. 'Shut up and listen to everything he has to say’ – Caimh McDonnell, bestselling author of The Dublin Trilogy ‘Part
instruction manual, part sat nav, part friendly arm round the shoulder: this is the book every aspiring writer needs to own’ – John Mitchinson,
co-founder, Unbound ‘A book-shaped boot camp for emerging writers... essential reading’ – Judith Heneghan, director, Winchester Writers'
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Festival ‘Scott knows the publishing industry inside-out and whenever I work with him, I know my authors are in good hands’ – Charlotte
Seymour, literary agent ‘I wouldn't trust anyone else to give me advice, he really knows his stuff!’ – Valerie Brandes, founder, Jacaranda
Books ‘The best editor I've ever worked with’ – Ray Robinson, author of The Mating Habits of Stags
Sell your house in any market Whether you're selling your home yourself or using a realtor, this helpful guide offers all the information you
need to make an otherwise-stressful undertaking go smoothly. In Selling Your House For Dummies, you'll find plain-English, easy-to-follow
information on the latest mortgage application and approval processes, the hottest websites used in the house-selling process, and revised
tax laws that affect the housing and real estate markets. From the author team behind America's #1 bestselling real estate book, Home
Buying Kit For Dummies, this book offers Eric Tyson and Ray Brown's time-tested advice, recommendations, and strategies for selling your
house given current market conditions. From staging your home to utilizing technology to sell your house directly to home buyers, this trusted
resource is packed with tips and ideas to make your home the most appealing house on the block. Prepare your property for the best offer
Stage and market your house successfully Negotiate and successfully close the sale Make sense of contracts and forms used in the houseselling process Get the tried-and-true advice that will help you sell your property!
Meet the Carsons of Mustang Creek: three men who embody the West find love in these four fan-favorite stories—collected here in one
volume for the first time—from New York Times bestselling author Linda Lael Miller, queen of the Western romance! Once a Rancher Slater
Carson might be a filmmaker by trade, but he’s still a cowboy at heart—and he knows the value of a hard day’s work under the hot Wyoming
sun. So when he sees troubled teen Ryder heading down a dangerous path, he offers the boy a job on the ranch he shares with his two
younger brothers. And since Ryder’s guardian is the gorgeous new Mustang Creek resort manager, Grace Emery, Slater figures it can’t hurt
to keep a closer eye on her, as well… But Grace Emery doesn’t have time for romance. When an unexpected threat emerges, she’ll discover
just how far Slater will go to protect what matters most—and that love is always worth fighting for. Originally published in 2016 Always a
Cowboy Drake Carson is the quintessential cowboy. In charge of the family ranch, he knows the realities of this life, its pleasures and
heartbreaks. Lately, managing the wild stallions on his property is wearing him down. When an interfering so-called expert arrives, Luce Hale,
and starts offering her opinion, Drake is wary, but he can’t deny the longing—and the challenge—she stirs in him. Luce and Drake are at odds
from the very beginning, especially when it comes to the rogue stallion who’s stealing the ranch mares. But when Drake believes Luce is in
danger, that changes everything—for both of them. Originally published in 2016 Forever a Hero Mace Carson doesn’t consider himself a hero.
Back in college, he came upon a woman in trouble and intervened—but he was just one irate Wyoming cowboy with his boots planted firmly
on the side of right. Now a successful vintner, Mace is shocked to be reunited with the woman he saved. But it turns out she’s in Wyoming on
business…a corporate executive representing the company that wants to buy his winery. Only he’s not selling. Reluctant to mix business with
pleasure, Kelly vows to keep things professional, until her attacker is released from prison and comes for vengeance…against both of them.
Originally published in 2017 A Snow Country Christmas Raine McCall would take snow-covered mountains over a star-studded premiere any
day. But when hotshot movie executive Mick Branson arranges dinner on Christmas Eve to discuss a work opportunity, she’s intrigued—by
the offer and the man. She’s a no-makeup, no-frills single mom who’s happy with her quiet life. Sharing chili cheeseburgers and sizzling
kisses with Mick is sure heating up her holiday, but country girl and power player don’t mix. Their attraction is undeniable—and so are their
differences. For Mick, putting down roots in the Wild West wasn’t in the script. But there are some Christmas gifts you can’t walk away from,
even when they turn your whole world upside down… Originally published in 2018
Build up your confidence levels and become more effective in all areas of your life Self-confidence is more than just a feeling inside – it's an
indispensable ingredient for success in life. Written by two of the most sought-after executive coaches in the world, Confidence For Dummies,
2nd Edition arms you with proven tools and techniques for overcoming insecurity and social inhibitions, and for learning how to think and
behave with more confidence at work, socially, and even in love. Know where you stand – gauge your confidence level, identify which
aspects of your life need confidence-building, and find out what's keeping you stuck in place Get on track – tailor a personal programme for
creating the new super-confident you that you want to present to the world Find your focus – find out how to let go of perfectionism and
unrealistic expectations Project self-confidence – broadcast your new-found confidence to the world and connect more easily with others
Open the book and find: What confidence is and where it comes from How to connect confidently through social media Top tips to prepare
you for a presentation or job interview Advice for approaching romantic relationships with confidence How to say 'No' with confidence Ways to
recover quickly from any setback Learn to: Recognise your strengths and believe in your ability Develop your confidence both personally and
professionally Get the results you want, whatever the situation
Warren Wechsler, founder and president of Total Selling Inc., presents this practical, hands-on guide to being a Total Sales Person. In an
easy to follow format, Wechsler explains how to develop an effective strategic sales plan, devise successful ways of selling, how to rank
prospects, what to say when approaching people for the first time, what is the exact number of times to contact people in a given time frame
and much more. Readers will learn from an experienced, expert salesperson how to implement the step-by-step process of professional
selling. Topics include: - Why salespeople fail - Selling as telling is a myth - How to resurrect lost accounts - Major account strategy: how to
compete for and win major accounts - Obligating questions as selling advantage - The power of silence - Business failures and relocations Creating a winning game plan - The five elements of effective sales practice - Being persistent without being a pest
Offering winning techniques for spectacular sales results, the creator of The Psychology of Selling shows readers how to conquer fears, read
customers, plan strategically, focus efforts on key emotional elements, and close every sale. 30,000 first printing.
For fans of Bryony Gordon and Caitlin Moran, a comforting, witty, supportive handbook for real twenty-something women who want to
discover how they can reach the end of the 'fun' decade knowing exactly who they are. Have you ever felt lost, anxious, panicky about
adulthood? Have you ever spent a hungover Sunday crying into a bowl of cereal? Have you ever scrolled through Instagram and felt nothing
but green-eyed jealousy and evil thoughts? Award-winning journalist, Grazia agony aunt and real-life big sister to five smart, stylish, stunning
twenty-something young women, Daisy Buchanan has been there, done that and got the vajazzle. In How to be a Grown-Up, she dispenses
all the emotional and practical advice you need to negotiate a difficult decade. Covering everything from how to become more successful and
confident at work, how to feel pride in yourself without needing validation from others, how to turn rivals into mentors, and how to *really*
enjoy spending time on your own, this is a warm, kind, funny voice in the dark saying "Honestly don't worry, you're doing your best and you're
amazing!"
Do you dream of becoming a writer but you can't get past that fear of being rejected by critics? Are you afraid of hitting the publish button
because of what others might think? Do you struggle to explain why you write? The fact is, writing is hard work. But the real problem begins
before we write anything at all. Wrapped up in the fear of what people will think and mired in personal self doubt and uncertainty, you destroy
your art before it has a chance to develop and grow. If you want to become a successful author, dealing with the pressure of rejection and
criticism is a real fear. Whether you are an aspiring author or a seasoned veteran in publishing, confronting criticism and rejection is the most
fearful aspect for many writers. The experience of sitting down to create a story, novel, or nonfiction piece is both exhilarating and frightening.
In Rejection Free For Authors, multiple bestselling author Scott Allan gives you the strategies and confidence to do what you need to do to
get to the final stage and publish your book. If you have the desire to write, but you're held back by the blank page syndrome and the fear of
being rejected or criticized, this book is for you. DOWNLOAD: Rejection Free for Authors-How to Conquer Writer's Rejection, Crush Your
Inner Critic, and Fearlessly Publish Your Book In Rejection Free for Authors, learn the strategies to: Get over the fear of writing that first page.
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Understand the psychology of rejection and how it impacts you as an author. Stop the comparison game and be the creative author you've
always wanted to be. Become more transparent and reach your audience. Write what you love. Build an author identity. Overcome the selfdoubt keeping you stuck. Rejection Free for Authors is a practical, no-holds-barred book written to empower authors to break through fear,
eliminate perfection, and write the works they love. You will also discover how to: Control your perfectionistic ways. Punch out your inner critic
when it gets too loud. Live up to and exceed your own expectations as an author. Gain confidence to present yourself as a professional writer
Create your writing routine for greater productivity. Learn to deal with critics and bad reviews. Fearlessly market yourself to sell more books.
Make writing a daily habit so you can build up your confidence and create a powerful passive income funnel. Imagine where would you be if
you could navigate through the self-rejection, fear, and doubt that's holding you prisoner? What would you say to your internal critic?
Fearlessly publish your book. Make it happen today! By the time you are halfway through Rejection Free for Authors, you'll be itching to get
your writing on track. But even better, you'll be less fearful of the process and you will be armed with solid strategies on dealing with rejection
and uncertainty.
Retired Special Forces officer Brad Taylor's thrilling new short story features Israeli operatives, Aaron and Shoshana, as the two wed at
Jerusalem's Western Wall amid a backdrop of turmoil and a new plot to attack the city's holiest site. Taskforce operators Pike Logan and
Jennifer Cahill are used to traveling all over the world for counterterrorist missions, but this time they're in the Old City of Jerusalem under
happier circumstances. Their friends Aaron and Shoshana, former operatives with Israeli Mossad, are getting married and they've chosen to
tie the knot at the Western Wall of the Temple Mount. The holiest site in Judaism and the third holiest in Islam, the Temple Mount is a fault
line between Jews and Muslims, the flash point for eons of strife--and it will still prove to be true today. Unbeknownst to them, a cell of
Palestinian terrorists has planned an attack against innocent tourists to incite the Arab world to demand that Israel retreat from the holy site.
But the terrorists don't realize that they themselves are being played by an infiltrator with a subversive plot that will lead to the Arabs' loss of
control of the Temple Mount. But even the infiltrator doesn't know the full scope of the terrorists' plans; they're preparing a strike much greater
than he envisions--one that could split the fault line into total war. As Pike and Jennifer explore the Old City with their Israeli friends, neither
the terrorists nor the infiltrator remember one immutable truth: In war, the enemy gets a vote. Includes an excerpt from Brad Taylor's latest
Pike Logan thriller, Operator Down.
Ditch the failed sales tactics, fill your pipeline, and crush your number Fanatical Prospecting gives salespeople, sales leaders, entrepreneurs,
and executives a practical, eye-opening guide that clearly explains the why and how behind the most important activity in sales and business
development—prospecting. The brutal fact is the number one reason for failure in sales is an empty pipe and the root cause of an empty
pipeline is the failure to consistently prospect. By ignoring the muscle of prospecting, many otherwise competent salespeople and sales
organizations consistently underperform. Step by step, Jeb Blount outlines his innovative approach to prospecting that works for real people,
in the real world, with real prospects. Learn how to keep the pipeline full of qualified opportunities and avoid debilitating sales slumps by
leveraging a balanced prospecting methodology across multiple prospecting channels. This book reveals the secrets, techniques, and tips of
top earners. You’ll learn: Why the 30-Day Rule is critical for keeping the pipeline full Why understanding the Law of Replacement is the key
to avoiding sales slumps How to leverage the Law of Familiarity to reduce prospecting friction and avoid rejection The 5 C’s of Social Selling
and how to use them to get prospects to call you How to use the simple 5 Step Telephone Framework to get more appointments fast How to
double call backs with a powerful voice mail technique How to leverage the powerful 4 Step Email Prospecting Framework to create emails
that compel prospects to respond How to get text working for you with the 7 Step Text Message Prospecting Framework And there is so
much more! Fanatical Prospecting is filled with the high-powered strategies, techniques, and tools you need to fill your pipeline with high
quality opportunities. In the most comprehensive book ever written about sales prospecting, Jeb Blount reveals the real secret to improving
sales productivity and growing your income fast. You’ll gain the power to blow through resistance and objections, gain more appointments,
start more sales conversations, and close more sales. Break free from the fear and frustration that is holding you and your team back from
effective and consistent prospecting. It's time to get off the feast or famine sales roller-coaster for good!
This book shows readers the smarter way to sell -by building trusted consultative relationships with their customers. Whatever you are selling,
this book will help you do it better, and feel better about doing it. By switching your focus from the hard sell to building more trust and adding
more value, you will end up not just with more satisfied customers, but with more sales as well.

Offers a detailed plan for entrepreneurs, small business owners, salespeople and service professionals to promote and grow their
businesses online, describing how to leverage resources, establish credibility and successfully beat the competition.
Turn the tables on the social dynamics of sales—stop chasing prospects and start closing deals Sales Badassery: Kick Ass. Take
Names. Crush the Competition is a no-nonsense guide to transforming your entire attitude to sales, turning the old way of doing
things on its head to shift all the power to you. The common myth of sales strategy tells you to approach a prospect from a position
of deference—they hold the superior position, forcing you to supplicate, beg, make undue concessions, and be at their beck and
call during and after the sale. This indispensable work shows you that levelling the playing field is not enough, you need to slant it
in your direction. The innovative Sales Badassery philosophy enables you to turn yourself into an unstoppable sales powerhouse,
taking no prisoners along the way. Best-selling author Frank Rumbauskas has distilled years of successful sales experience into
an effective sales philosophy. This invaluable book provides the tools and guidance for transforming ordinary salespeople into toplevel businesspersons. Regardless of what you sell, the proven techniques of this essential resource will empower you to:
Transform yourself into a Sales Badass, respected by your customers and feared by your competitors Stop sucking up to your
prospects and never accept the word “no” Adopt a zero-tolerance policy for disrespectful and unreasonable customers Convert
customers into colleagues to expand your contacts and increase referrals Sales Badassery: Kick Ass. Take Names. Crush the
Competition is a must-read for everyone tired of chasing prospects and selling their souls for the sake of a sale. This
transformative approach to sales will enable you leverage your power, conquer your competitors, and steer your goals in the
direction you always wanted.
The must-read summary of Frank Rumbauskas, Jr.'s book: "Selling Sucks: How to Stop Selling and Start Getting Prospects to
Buy!". This complete summary of the ideas from Frank Rumbauskas, Jr.'s book "Selling Sucks" shows how there is no need to
spend your business life selling clients products they’re not sure they want: it’s stressful, time-consuming and ultimately
manipulative. In his book, the author shares his philosophy that it is possible to get customers to come to you, so you no longer
have to resort to sales pitches or tactics. This summary presents a comprehensive guide to creating the right buying
circumstances that will attract customers to you. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand key concepts • Expand
your sales skills To learn more, read "Selling Sucks" and discover how you can stop focusing on selling and start getting your
customers to come to you.
The special Tenth Anniversary Edition of the classic, bestselling guide to increasing self-confidence and boosting personal and
professional success Confidence is profoundly important to virtually every aspect of our lives – it’s the main ingredient for handling
anything thrown at us. Whether in our school or business careers, personal relationships or the way in which we present ourselves
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to the world, confidence is often the deciding factor between success or failure. But how does one increase self-confidence?
Sunday Times best sellingAuthor Paul McGee has helped thousands of people answer this very question with his bestselling book
Self-Confidence. Blending Paul’s humour and wit with expert insights and practical advice, this beloved resource remains the
essential guide to increasing self-confidence and boosting success. Paul shows you how increasing your confidence by even a
small amount can lead to dramatic positive changes in your life. Celebrating its tenth year in publication, this new Anniversary
Edition has been extensively updated to addresses current “hot topics” and trends for improving confidence and driving personal
and professional success. Paul offers new guidance on strengthening resilience, promoting well-being, enhancing mental health
and much more. Along the way, Paul shares honest and very personal stories from his own life to highlight important lessons and
reinforce your confidence-building process. This must-have guide will help you: Understand how making small changes will yield
enormous results Manage self-doubt and overcome anxiety Discover who or what crushed your confidence and meet them headon Refuse to let setbacks sap your confidence by turning them into motivation to forge ahead Step away from your comfort zone
and achieve what you always wanted, but lacked the confidence to pursue The special edition of Self-Confidence provides
everything you need to start on the path to increased confidence, resilience and success. You will be astonished by what you can
accomplish when you have the confidence to try.
Praise for How to Sell at Margins Higher Than Your Competitor "This is the complete book for both new and experienced
salespeople and business owners to learn and re-learn the essentials for success. How to Sell at Margins Higher Than Your
Competitors emphasizes the pricing strategies and tactics to increase the market share and profits of any organization. This is a
book that is as important to presidents as it is to salespeople." --Bill Scales, CEO, Scales Industrial Technologies, Inc. "As the
largest service provider in our industry, we have a significant market advantage. However, we constantly walk the pricing tightrope
because, as this book so clearly states, 'business is a game of margins . . . not a game of volume!'" --John K. Harris, CEO, JK
Harris & Company, LLC "If you live and die on price, this book could be your only lifeline." --Tom Reilly, CSP, author of ValueAdded Selling and Crush Price Objections "How to Sell at Margins Higher Than Your Competitors successfully illustrates profitable
sales truths to assist us in selling for maximum return. This book's well-researched, logical, and affirming words validate the simple
fact that as a premium company we deserve premium margins. So, while our competitors reduce or match prices out of fear and
scarcity, our managers, thanks to this powerful sales tool, can continue quoting and closing with profitable confidence." --Joe
Bracket, President, Power Equipment Company "I learned a long time ago that it is pretty difficult to control what my competitors
will do, but we must control what we do--like maintaining margins. This book is a 'wow!' that will help my salesmen crack bad
habits. Sales organizations should design their entire training programs around the content in this book." --George C. Giessing,
President, Brusco-Rich, Inc. "This energizing book is the 'right stuff' for every sales force. It should be a required study for every
executive and sales professional who seeks to be successful." --David R. Little, Chairman and CEO, DXP Enterprises, Inc.
The best defense… Starting a war with an enemy a hundred times stronger is insane. It’s desperate. And it’s Earth’s only hope. A
massive alien power looms over humanity, claiming Earth as its territory and humanity as its slaves. The Hegemony has already
taken over one colony, yoking hundreds of thousands under their brutal rule. Every tactical exercise, every wargame and every
simulation gives humanity zero chance in a defensive campaign. Earth’s only chance to win the coming war - is by striking first.
“It’s honestly brilliant - a space opera tour de force I want to see the next book of.” -Glynn Stewart, author of Starship’s Mage “A
story of alien threats and human resourcefulness that isn't simply a contest of gadgets and ray guns. Nuttall knows the real
ingredients of war are from within, greed, treachery, arrogant disdain, devious double crossing and misdirection. Both human and
alien.” -Mackey Chandler, author of the Family Law and April series
Written with the needs of today's breed of highly professional salespeople in mind, this text presents a mixture of real-world
examples of selling situations, selling techniques and selling and marketing theory to students who are considering personal
selling as a career.
Written by a sales veteran with a track record spanning millions of dollars in sealed deals, this book blends the best psychological, NLP
(Neuro Linguistic Programming), and classical persuasion techniques with a street-wise, gritty success system based on the author's own
hard experience.
As a small-business owner or solopreneur, you wear many hats-perhaps the most important of which is marketer. But these days, with so
many new ways to reach customers and clients and only so much time in the day, it's hard to know where to start. Should you be using social
media? Email? Blogs? Video? SEO? Small-business marketing doesn't have to be a mystery. It's just a series of simple decisions (and the
action steps to implement those decisions) that will help you regain the clarity, confidence, and control you need to succeed. Do It! Marketing
is a quick read and an encouraging kick in the pants that will reignite your marketing mojo. The underlying premise is that "only action creates
results." Packed with do-this-now ideas to attract, engage, and win more customers and clients, this no-nonsense book reveals how to: Avoid
blah, blah, blah marketing * Use magnetic marketing strategies that pull-not push-qualified decision-makers into your world * Get noticed *
Position yourself as an expert * Become the obvious choice in your market * Do social media right * Zero in on your customers' pain/gain
factors * Learn to speak their language * Get a steady stream of referrals * Identify and focus on high-payoff activities * Cultivate and leverage
enthusiastic advocates * And more! Energetic, inspiring, and filled with concrete strategies, tactics, templates, and tools, Do It! Marketing
shows you how to stop "marketing by accident" and start outsmarting, out-positioning, and out-executing the competition.
Hold the line on price in every transaction— from the leading expert on Value-Added Selling! These days it seems like we’re always in a
buyer’s market. But even at a time when the word value is used interchangeably with cheap and the Internet is a bargain hunter’s paradise,
there are ways for sales professionals to regain the upper hand. In Crush Price Objections, Tom Reilly, bestselling author of Value-Added
Selling, teaches field-tested tactics for engaging price shoppers and holding the line on declining profits. It provides tips and tactics for:
Developing a price-objection counterattack before you meet with buyers Using questions and compelling presentations to move the
conversation away from the subject of price Destroying price objections if they surface Understanding why and when to raise your prices
Creating winning bids—on paper and online Crush Price Objections offers you the tactical support you need to focus specifically on price
resistance in order to attain maximum profit in the most challenging circumstances. Let Tom Reilly show you how to stop haggling—and start
closing!
For the youngest Carson brother, finding—and fixing—trouble seems to be all in a day’s work Mace Carson doesn’t consider himself a hero.
Back in college, he came upon a woman in trouble and intervened—but he was just one irate Wyoming cowboy with his boots planted firmly
on the side of right. Now a successful vintner, Mace is shocked to be reunited with the woman he saved. But it turns out she’s in Wyoming on
business…a corporate executive representing the company that wants to buy his winery. Only, he’s not selling. Kelly Wright has never
forgotten that horrible night ten years ago when Mace came to her rescue, has never forgotten him. The surprising success of a winery in the
middle of ranch country has brought her to Mustang Creek, and she’s secretly thrilled to discover Mace at the helm. Reluctant to mix
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business with pleasure, Kelly vows to keep things professional, until her attacker is released from prison and comes for vengeance…against
both of them. Don’t miss Country Proud, the second book in Linda Lael Miller’s Painted Pony Creek series about three best buddies whose
strength, honor and independence exemplify the Montana land they love.
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